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Trying to juggle work and play

Tower cards
enroll AT&T
on campus
By Brandy Sailors
SesdpVriter

Brad Jackson, Linda Levine, David Buseck and Richard Pfiefer
(left to right) fine-tune their juggling skills Monday in front of Tower
Hall. Jackson and Pieter teach in the math and computer science

Franchesca Esquibel/Spartan Daily
department, while Levine teaches in the recreation and leisure
studies department. Buseck and Levine met, and were married,
while both were professional clowns.

In May of 1997, the California
State University system signed a
technology agreement with AT&T
to combine many services and
make them accessible through
one card the tower card.
Ken Swisher, CSU public
affairs director, said based upon
projections from the CSU finance
department, AT&T could make
$72.5 million over the span of five
years. (This money is generated
from the card usage for the life of
the deal, which is five years from
its inception in August of 1998.)
AT&T is an international
telecommunications network.
As of the 1998 fall semester,
the CSU system had 350,000 students enrolled, and at that time it
was the largest university contract for AT&T, Swisher said.
The incentive for students to
apply for the AT&T phone card
offer is the opportunity to get discounts with local and national
retailers.
Only after a person accepts,
will they be issued a one year free
membership with The Student
Advantage Card (which has a

partnership with AT&T). This
membership offers repeated discounts at selected retailers, such
as Tower Records, Foot Locker,
IBM, Arntrak and many more.
The offer expires in August of
1999. Students can then renew
their annual membership for $20.
At this time, sponsors will also
renew their contract, and new
sponsors will be accepted into the
program.
As of now, approximately onethird of the CSU universities are
utilizing one card for everything.
The tower card already has features including access to designated areas, such as laundry
rooms, credits for food and privileges for copy machines, computers and phones.
Issa Khoury, a San Jose State
University psychology senior, said
he uses the new tower card for
computer printouts instead of carrying change. He also signed up
for the AT&T calling card.
"They give me great deals
when I call Washington D.C.,"
Khoury said.
For almost four years, SJSU
has been utilizing Sprint for the

See AT&T, page 8

Fraternity back ’Rabbit’ hops into New Year
after eight -year
infraction ban
By Katrina Toranski

StaffiVther

By Ryan McCrossin
Staff Writer

The Pi Alpha Kappa fraternity
was kicked off the San Jose State
University campus in 1991, following 41 years of tradition.
Their license was revoked by
the national Pi Alpha Kappa
headquarters in Virginia for several alcohol abuses, according to
the SJSU chapter’s president Leo
Davila.
The "Pikes", as they now call
themselves, recolonized last
semester with a mission: To
reestablish the values of the fraternity and help unite all fraternities on campus under a single
umbrella organization, according
to Davila.
Two expansion consultants
were sent from the fraternity’s
headquarters last semester in
search of men who would be representative of the fraternity’s
ideals.
The consultants went around
talking to faculty, sororities and
housing administrators for this
purpose, according to Davila.
The four cornerstones of the
fraternity, Davila said, are academics, athletics, leadership and
gentlemanly behavior.
To be chartered by Pi Alpha
Kappa headquarters the fraternity’s members must have an average GPA of 2.75, according to
Davila.
A potential pledge must have a
2.5 GPA. This is .3 higher than
the average fraternity member on
campus, Davila said.
Davila said athletics is one of
the cornerstones of the fraternity
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because athletes have a drive to
always do better. He said they
want that drive instilled in their
fraternity.
They don’t expect all of their
members to be leaders on campus.
But, they want their members to
be active in some aspect or organization on campus not having to
do with the fraternity itself.
The final cornerstone of the
fraternity has to do with the way
the members fit into the community they want all the members
to be gentlemen, according to
Davila.
"That doesn’t just mean being
a gentlemen with the ladies. We
want them to be a gentlemen to
their fellow man," Davila said.
Diversity is very important to
the Pi Alpha Kappas, according to
Davila.
"We have probably one of the
most diverse chapters on campus," fraternity member Carlos
Aguirre said.
The aim of the fraternity is to
become a multifaceted light that
shines down on the community
illuminating more than just it’s
racial makeup, according to
Davila.

See Tolkaa,P’ page 8
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Today is the beginning of the
celebration of the Chinese New
Year, marking the first day of the
the
lunar calendar year 4697
year of the rabbit.
Amid the international celebrations, some San Jose State
University students recall traditions handed down by their families.

One of the traditions of the
Chinese New Year is the Hung
Bao, a red envelope with money.
"The money is given from married couples to kids," said student
Cindy Do.
According to Wilson Ko, a
physics student, people give away
money so the whole year will be
lived in wealth and happiness.
Sometimes married couples
who don’t have children will also
get money, because a person is

considered a child until they have
children of their own, Ko said.
According to Do, it’s important
the money is given in a red envelope.
"Red symbolizes wealth, it’s a
very powerful color," Do said.
According to Ko, it’s very
important for the Chinese to
spend the first day of the year
with their families. It’s a time of
family reunions.
"Usually, we visit relatives and

friends. The younger people of the
family visit the elders: Ko said.
According to Ko, when visiting,
instead of exchanging gifts, people
bring food and a lot of sweets for
the family who is hosting the
party.
New Year’s Eve as well as the
first day of the year is celebrated
with firecrackers.
According to Ko, the loud noise

See Rabbit, page 8

University fails to mirror students’ ethnic diversity
with equitable balance of minority faculty members
By Hanna* Kamm
St4TW’riter

The faculty doesn’t reflect the
demographics of the campus student population, according to last
semester’s ethnicity data compiled by the university.
The San Jose State University
data shows 56 percent of all students (graduate and undergraduate) at SJSU are ethnic minorities, but 75 percent of all professors and instructors are categorized as white.
Chemistry major Ezequiel
Mendoza said he feels he can’t
bond as well with a white professor as he can with a Hispanic professor.
"Once I had a Puerto Rican
chemistry professor, and I felt like
she understood what I was going
through. I wasn’t intimidated by
her," Mendoza said.
For others, such as administration of justice major Halia
Khaliki, the ethnic background of
her professors doesn’t really matter.
"To tell you the truth ethnicity
has never crossed my mind. Good
teachers are effective no matter
what color they are. Actually, my
favorite professor at SJSU is
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white and I’m not," Khaliki said.
Political Science Chair Terry
Christensen said the faculty
demographics should be more representative of the city and the
campus community.
Christensen said there are rnveral factors that play a part in
SJSU having only 24 percent
minority faculty.
"First of all, the student demographics have changed so rapidly
that the university needs more
time to catch up and reflect the
students. Also, minority professors are such hot commodities
right now that they are choosing
to teach at Stanford, ITC Berkeley
or other Bay Area schools that pay
more than San Jose State,"
Christensen said.
Stanford’s faculty demographics show only 14 percent of the
faculty is minority.
Christensen said somewhere
down the line, minorities are
falling off the education ladder,
and they don’t go on to graduate
school to become professors.
Almost 79 percent of the CSU
schools are taught by what is categorized as white faculty.
Ken Swisher, the CSU public
affairs director, said the CSU recognizes the ethnicity gap among
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the faculty and the students, but
said the only real solution is to
encourage more minorities to
apply for professor positions.
"It would be reverse discrimination to give preference to
minorities just because we need
more on the faculty. We choose the
most qualified applicants, regardless of what gender or race they
are," Swisher said.

Onc of Facuay Adana

This procedure is in compliance
with proposition 209 that makes
it illegal for public universities,
colleges and schools to give preferential treatment to anyone based
on race or ethnicity even if certain
groups are underrepresented.
Many students agree with this
process.

ENTERTAINMENT
Long Beach Dub AllStars leave fans
’Sublime’
Page 6

See Faculty, page 8
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Falwell sparks other subtle gay references
Campus leaders
should follow
Greeks’ example
On Feb. 8, 600 students packed into Morris Daily
Auditorium to discuss the dangers of sexual assault
and alcohol abuse.
Ninety percent of all 12 Interfrat,ernity Council
Fraternities and five Panhellenic sororities had to
attend this workshop put on by San Jose State
University’s Greek Life in order to have parties
this spring.
Ande McDonald, Greek life president, said the
workshop was necessary because the issues are
important ones on college campuses today.
Greek Life has the right idea in dealing with these
problems. The workshop should be set as an example
in discussing issues such as sexual and alcohol abuse.
The need for the workshop is clear. Fraternity and
sorority life has always been
for the most part
unfairly linked to the dangers of abuse and alcohol.
The news media has always been quick to jump on
stories of students binge drinking and rapes occurring
during Greek-sponsored parties and during pledging.
Movies and TV have not tieen any better. Images of
the beefed-up jock, smashing beer cans on his head
have constantly invaded American culture. Even
though, these stereotypes are off the mark, the problems presented at the workshop are still prevalent.
We commend Greek Life for recognizing these
problems instead of denying them like some of their
national peers. As much as these problems need to be
discussed when it pertains to Greeks, they also have
an impact on non-Greek students.
As McDonald said, sexual and alcohol abuse are
important issues on college campuses today.
This isn’t just a responsibility for the Greeks.
Has a lightbulb turned on yet SJSU?
Chartered fraternities and sororities are not the
only ones that have to deal with sexual assault and
alcohol abuse.
New and returning students, along with non-chartered Greeks, have to deal with these same issues.
The Greek system has recognized and has tried to
address these problems.
SJSU should do the same. SJSU already has a bad
reputation as a commuter campus. New students can
get overwhelmed with the college experience. Without
providing adequate education on drug and alcohol
abuse, as well as sexual assault information, SJSU
may be putting students in a vulnerable position.
Peer pressure and the dangers of abuse result in a
disillusioned student body.
SJSU’s Student Life Center should provide workshops to better equip the student population on handling sexual assault and alcohol abuse.
Yes, students are here for the academics, but we’re
I hoping they come away ’knowing much more than
what is found in books.
We are not asking for mandatory meetings, but we
are asking for SJSU to recognize these issues.
The supposedly stereotypical can-smashing Greeks
have.

what do you know, Tinky Winky is queer.
Well
At least, if you subscribe to the Rev. Jerry
Falwell’s warped way of thinking.
Last week, Falwell came out in the press and
said the largest of the Teletubbies is gay.
For those of you who, like our Sports Editor, fail
to get out of bed before breakfast is stopped being
served at McDonald’s, or those of you without kids,
I’ll recap.
"Teletubbies" one of my son’s favorites is a
children’s show on Public Broadcasting Service. The
teletubbies are alien-like creatures, with television
screens in their stomachs and antennae on their
heads. The tubbies are from smallest to biggest
Po, La La, Dipsy and finally, Tinky Winky.
Even before nlwell spouted his asinine rantings
about homosexual dolls, I thought Teletubbies were
a little queer. Not queer in the gay sense of the
word, but queer in the "this is some pretty weird
stuff my son wants to watch."
The reasoning Falwell gave for his proclamation:
Tinky Winky is a purple teletubbie one of the
color’s of gay pride. His antennae is an upside down
triangle the triangle is a symbol of gay freedom.
Tinky Winky is the most masculine looking and
sounding and he carries a purse you know, the
purse, a symbol of ...?
These revelations from the man, who earlier in
the week, claimed the Anti-Christ was a Jew, alive
and well and living on the Earth.
Falwell’s pretzel logic has never ceased to amaze
me. But it got me thinking maybe there really was
a homosexual conspiracy happening.
I started examining my past looking for those
subtle gay references, and now, just as I’m sure
there was another gunman on that grassy knoll, I’m
sure there was blatant homosexuality in cartoons
and TV shows when I was a child.
Think about it. Scooby Doo. Fred was always out
solving mysteries, while the hotty Daphne and
the not-so-hotty Velma were always chasing after

him. Why did Fred never stop and ask one of them
to duck into the secret passage the ghost always
used, to see his Mystery Machine? Maybe he was
busy.
The capper was that Fred always wore an ascot
the sure sign of a gay man.
Then there was the theory made popular in the
film "Chasing Amy," that Archie and Jughead were
closet-dwellers. The theory goes that there were
homosexual undercurrents because Archie could
never decide between Betty and Veronica.
A guy who can’t decide behveen two girls and
likes to hang out with his buddy yep, he’s gay.
Then there is Batman and Robin. Two guys
hanging around each other in a cave, wearing
tights. Need I say more?
What about Gilligan’s Island? Do you mean to
tell me that the Skipper, Skipper’s "Little Buddy"
and/ or the Professor never tried once in all those
year’s to get on either Mary Ann or Ginger?
The way Mary Ann paraded around in "Daisy
Duke’s" and halter tops and Ginger in her slit-up-tothe-thigh evening gowns would have sent me over
the edge. I would have moved into their hut before
Gilligan had a chance to ruin the Professor’s first
coconut radio.
So I stand corrected. There is homosexuality running rampant on our TV’s. Hide the children, lock
the door’s and head for the storm cellar.

Prophylactics
don’t promote
sex on campus
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Is it me or does everyone else in America see
what a complete jackass this guy is?
I just want to know when was the last time
Falwell actually hung out with a homosexual was?
Probably never.
All he and his goose-stepping cronies know of
homosexual’s is this: They are either limp-wristed
sodomites or man-hating diesel dykes, both bent on
"recruiting" as many young impressionable minds
to their side as they can.
I can’t believe a man, supposedly a man of
Christ, would practice such hateful, and basically
evil beliefs.
Didn’t Jesus tell one of his followers that the
greatest Commandment of all was to love your
brother as you love your Lord?
I guess my Bible didn’t include the asterisk and
fine print saying, "except when your brother is of
the same-sex persuasion."
There is enough anger and hatred in this world
already.
The last thing I need is for some blowhard spouting hellfire and damnation rhetoric to poison my
child with scorn and contempt because of the way
someone is.
Falwell’s brand of pretentious ramblings are no
different from Hitler’s persecution of the Jews.
They are no different from a white supremacist’s
rancor of blacks.
Will my son grow up with his own prejudices?
Sure, we all have things we are not fond of, but I will
not stand idly by and allow a purveyor of insolence
warp my 18-month-old son’s values.
If Tinky Winky is gay, fine. If my son likes Tinky
Winky, fine.
Falwell can spew his small-minded beliefs
toward his sheep, but stay the flock away from my
son.
Aaron Williams is the
Spartan Daily production editor.
"Mr Bad Example" appears every Tuesday

Shuttle befuddles advocate
front of Duncan Hall for 35 tninutes
Take me off the shrinking list of
shuttle bus supporters. As recentdespite the fliers and signs that clearly
ly as a semester ago, I was telling
state that shuttles will arrive every 20
my fellow students to quit their comminutes.
plaining about the parking problems
Being someone that tends to give San
and to look into taking the bus or dealJose State University the benefit of the
ing with the University shuttle service.
doubt, I gave the shuttle another
chance.
While I still suggest taking the bus
Once again, I got burned.
over any other form of transportation I
can now understand the frustration ridThis time, I waited at one of the new
ers of the shuttle bus face.
stops, behind the Engineering Building.
PROPHEciEs
At the time of my first column, I
Apparently, my watch must be really
fast because the 10-minute wait seemed
thought improving the shuttle bus serJerem jai Oshan
vice was far more realistic then building
a lot more like a 25-minute one.
Not only did the bus arrive grossly
another parking garage.
Notice I said "improving" the shuttle
tardy, but we then made two more stops
was the best and most realistic solution. I did not one next to the Business Pods and one back at ’ole
say it was the best solution as it stood.
Duncan Hall.
At the second stop, about five to seven riders had
The powers that be, headed by Lt. Bruce Lowe of
the University Police Department, made some to be asked to exit the bus because there simply was
changes with the best intentions in mind, I’m sure. not enough room.
But good intentions do not mean a whole hell of a
While I was not effected by the lack of space on
the bus, but I honestly felt for the stranded riders
lot.
Instead of improving the shuttle bus experience, since they probably had been waiting there for 20 to
the changes have made the situation worse, much 35 minutes.
worse.
On top of that, the round trip totalled almost 40
Last year, the shuttle’s route was simple as could minutes 40 minutes.
be with one stop on the Main Campus and one at
Add the 10 minutes it took me to drive my car
South Campus.
from South Campus to my apartment and my trip
Students were forced to walk more.
home approached an hour.
The shuttle only stopped at Duncan Hall, which
Granted, that may be an out of the ordinary expemeant some students had to trek all the way across rience, but I could live in Gilroy and get home in the
campus to get to class.
same amount of time.
Spartan Village residents had to walk an extra
By comparison, I can take the bus from my apartment in East San Jose and get to school in 15 minblock and a half just to get to campus.
Do not misunderstand me, the old system was utes.
I have a bus schedule, so I know what time to get
not much better.
Getting to your car at the South Campus lot to the bus stop.
could take as long as 30 minutes.
The SJSU shuttle does not provide such a basic
In hindsight. I would take that over the current service.
To quote our former president, sort of, "This kind
situation.
Getting to campus is not a problem, there seems of aggression cannot stand, man."
to be a steady flow of buses to the lot, but for whatever reason that is not the case when returning to
Jeremiah Oshan is the Spartan Daily sports editor
South Campus.
"Prophecies" appears every Tuesday.
The first time I took the shuttle, I waited out in
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. Mary’s College
Stadministration
should realize its
students are not innocent
angels. Some of them are
having sex.
St. Mary’s College is a
Catholic institution in
Moraga, California. The col ege’s bookstore is managed by Barnes and Noble The managers wanted
to make drugstore-like items, such as condoms
available to students.
After two months, administrators pulled the condoms off the shelves because they believed it was
not appropriate for a catholic school environment.
They did not have a right to do that.
The health center on St. Mary’s campus does not
provide contraceptives of any form because premarital sex is not allowed in the Catholic religion.
Barnes and Noble only wanted to provide better
services to the students. It did not want to destroy
anyone’s morals.
If St. Mary’s is looking for better services, they
should open their own catholic bookstore. That way
God
they don’t have to worry about condoms or
forbid sex on campus.
the
conWhile St. Mary’s was trying to get rid of
doms, San Jose State University has been celebrating AIDS Awareness Week. Last week, condoms
were passed out to SJSU students.
The condoms were not passed out to promote
sex, but to promote safe sex. If people choose not to
have sex, the fact they have condoms available will
not make them change their mind.
I’m Catholic and I understand the religion prohibits pre-marital sex, as well as using any type of
contraceptives even after marriage. I also know
Catholics are having sex, and they are using contraceptives. Catholic students are not saints, they
are human.
Some of the students at St. Mary’s are having
sex. These students have the right to be protected.
Father Sal Ragusa, the director of St. Mary’s
Campus Ministry, was quoted in the college newspaper recently saying, "Under Brother Mel’s
(Anderson) administration, the college’s policy was
to attempt to be in accordance with the Catholic
Church’s teaching of the non-use of artificial birth
control.
However, if students were to make the choice to
use birth control, there are plenty of stores that
provide it in the area."
Ragusa’s commentary clearly shows the administrators of the college know their students are having sex. They would rather send them to a store off
campus to buy condoms, so the precious St. Mary’s
will not lose its prestige.
St. Mary’s is a Catholic institution, but also a
business. Students who attend the school pay close
to $20,000 in tuition and housing fees each year.
Some of those students probably don’t attend the
school because they are Catholic or because they
have higher morals than students at public institutions. They choose St. Mary’s College because they
want to get a good education, and they don’t mind
blowing a lot of money while they are at it.
St. Mary’s officials should realize this is not a
disease-free world. They don’t have to sell condoms
on their campus. But no matter how much they will
at this moment they can’t cure sexually
pray
transmitted diseases. So, the decision is in their
hands: Condoms on campus or sexually transmitted diseases?
What is it going to be Holy Father?

VIM, 0( the Spartn Deily the School of Journalism And Man
Communication. or SJSU

Katrina 7branski is a Spartan Daily staff writer
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Bioimpedance Body Composition
Testing Lab
Students, faculty and staff wanting to
test their body fat composition can do so
from 10:30 a.m. to 12,30 p.m. in Central
Classroom building, room 103. For more
information, call James Burke at 2939225.
Ongoing Book Sales
The Library Donations and Sales Unit
will hold booksales in the Clark Library
lobby and Whalquist Library, room 408.
Donations welcome. For more information,
call 924-2705.
Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design will present student art in the student galleries
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Science buildings. There will
also be a lecture series with video artist
David Pace from 5 to 6 p.m. in the Art
building, room 133. For more information
on the exhibits, call Scott or Jenny at 9244330 or Andy at 924-4328 regarding the
lecture.
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Today
Marketing Association
Professor Jeff Fadiman will discuss
marketing techniques from 4:30 to 5:46
p.m. Costanoan Room, Student Union. For
more information, call Hnh at 251-1653.

Center
Learn about quality internships from
12:30 to 2 p.m. in Guadelupe Room,
Student Union. The center will also hold a
recruiting services workshop at 12:30 p.m.

an the Almaden Room, Student Union. For
more inforntation, call 924-6033.

streets. For more information,
275-1346.

Prrollited Club
General meeting with pre-med advisers
from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. in Duncan Hall,
room 344. For more information, call
Pedram Hajjarian at 569-5490.

Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art snd Design will present student art in the student galleries
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Science buildings. For more
information, call Scott or Jenny at 9244330.

Daily Mass
Catholic Campus Ministry will hold
mass at 12:10 p.m. at the Campus
Ministry Center, located at the corner of
10th and San Carlos street.. For more
information, call Father Bob at 938-1610

Wednesday
Center
A recruiting services workshop will be held
at 1:30 p.m. in the Guadalupe Room, Student
Union. A co-op workshop will be held at 5:30
p.m. in the Costanoan Room. Student Union.
For more information, call the Career Resource
Center at 924-6033.
Re-Entry Advisory Program
Network with other students at REAP’s
brown bag lunch from noon to 1:30 p.m. in the
Pacheco Room, Student Union. For more information, call 924-5950.
Ash Wednesday Service
The Episcopal Canterbury Community will
provide imposition of ashes and a free dinner.
Dinner will begin at 5:30 p.m., the service will
begin at 6:30 p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Center at the corner of 10th and San Carlos
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Catholic Ash Wednesday Service
Catholic Campu Ministry will provide
distribution of ashes at 12:10 p.m. at
Campus Ministry Chapel, located at the
corner of 10th and San Carlos streets. For
more information, call Cluny at 938-1610.

Chambers, Student Union For more information. call Karim Kahwaji at 379-4950.

Association of Black Students
General meeting at 8:30 p.m. in Duncan
Hall, room 505. For more information, call
Tre at 924-8280.
A.S. Elections
Candidate application filing deadline
by 6 p.m. in the Student Life Center. For
more information, call Robyn Jones at
924-5955.

Thuroday

Catholic Campus Ministry
Presentation on the history of the
church will be held from
to 6:30 p.m. at
the Campus Ministry Center, located at
the corner of 10th and San Carlos streets.
For more information, call Father Bob at
938-1610.
Orchestra Performance
The San Jose State University Chamber
Orchestra will perform student compositions at
7:30 p.m. at the Concert Hall in the School of
Music and Dance. For more information, call
Jun Nakabayashi at 924-4647.

Daily Mass
Catholic Campus Ministry will hold
mass at 12:10 p.m. at the Campus
Ministry Center, located at the corner of
10th and San Carlos streets. For more
information, call Father Bob at 938-1610.

International Relations Association
Guest lecturer from the International
Action Center will speak on the U.S. policy
with Iraq at 1:30 p.m. in the Council

Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design presents
student art in the student galleries from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial

to observe "criminal activity." So
what is the benefit of installing
security cameras in elevator cars
if thousands of campus individuals walk in and out of them?
Many campus elevator customers are suspects themselves.
Security cameras catch false firealarm suspects.
Now that’s an issue that
deserves a closer look.
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is in response to Emal
This
Numan’s letter regarding
Halima Kazem’s opinion
piece on the treatment of Afghan
women.
Mr. Numan, before you criticize
another writer for being misinformed, you should get your own
facts straight. In your reply to
Kazem’s story, you assert that her
information about Taliban abuses
"is nothing but propaganda
against Talibans" with "no exact
sources."
Operating on this assumption,
you contend that Kazem’s report
being publicly beaten by
women
of
Taliban enforcers are impossible
because "the Talibans are religious people. Therefore, they will
not dare stop any woman whom
they have no relations with,"
because "it is forbidden in Islam
for a male stranger to have any
contact with a female stranger."
Mr. Numan, you need to start
reading some serious grown-up
newspapers, in addition to this
local one. Here are some hard
facts about the Taliban as reported in the New York Times: "What
is happening in Afghanistan now
is nothing short of a war on
women and girls.""Women are not

Commonly
Unbearable.
Dangercusly
Believable.
Subsequently
Fatal.
UNTREATED
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allowed to work outside the home.
Girls are not allowed to go to
school. No female is permitted to
leave her home unless she is
accompanied by a close male relative a husband, father, brother
or son."
Then there’s the clothing issue.
The New York Times reports that
"women who leave their home
must be completely covered by a
burqua, an all-encompassing garment with a small mesh opening
through which the wearer can see
and breathe. Women are not
allowed to wear shoes that make
any noise when they walk.
Violations of any of the Taliban’s
edicts are treated summarily and
brutally. Women who ventured
from their homes unaccompanied
or improperly clad have been
whipped, beaten and at time’s,
killed. A roman was dragged
from a vehicle and viciously beaten because her arm accidentally
slipped into view. Another woman
was stoned to death when she
attempted to leave the country
with a man who was not a relative."
Further details of the Taliban’s
brutal oppression were reported
by Ellen Goodman, a columnist

Catholic Campus Ministry
A bible study on the Gospel of John will
be held from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in the Campus
Ministry Center, located at the corner of
10th and San Carlos streets. For more
information, call Father Bob at 938-1610.
The Listening Hour
Erie Mills’ vocal students will perform
songs of Faure, Wolfe and Grieg from
12:30 to 1:15 p.m. in the Music building
Concert Hall. For more information, call
Joan Stubbe at 924-4631.
Ongoing Bookieles
The Library Donations and Sales Unit
will hold booksales in the Clark Library
lobby and Whalquist Library, room 408.
Donations welcome. For more information,
call 924-2705.

Friday
Daily Mass
Catholic Campus Ministry will hold
mass at 12:10 p.m. at the Campus
Ministry Center, located at the corner of
10th and San Carlos streets. For more
information, call Father Bob at 938-1610
Sparta Quid* is provided free a/charge to students,
liseulty and staff The deadline for entries is noon, three
days before desired publication date. Entry forms are
available in the Spartan Daily Office. Space restrictions may require editing of submistiotta

"No person is your friend who demands your silence, or
denies your right to grow."
Alice Walker
author

to kill millions
enough
emerges, and experts warn that
the world is overdue for another pandemic.

Brian Shirakawa
business

Facts on Taliban prove writer’s opinion
mananted
doms

Resource Center
A recruiting services workshop will be
held at 3:30 p.m.in the Guadalupe Room,
Student Union. For more information, call
the center at 924-6033.

Quotefor the Daily

I

How many individuals negligently overcrowd elevators on
campus? How many individuals
press most of the elevator buttons
within three floors of any ccunpus
building? How many individuals
stick their foot in the elevator
doorway as the doors are closing?
The answer: Hundreds.
How many individuals will it
take to successfully educate students about elevator breakdowns?
Nobody that I know can do this?
Security cameras are only used

Science buildings. For snore information,
call Scott or Jenny at 924-4330.

Illoimpedance Body Composition
Testing Lab
Students, faculty and staff wanting to
test their body fat composition can do so
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Central
Classroom building, room 103. For more
information, call James Burke at 2939225.

Everyday elevator treatment adds to costs
’would like to respond to a letter to the editor on elevator
tees. The student writing this
article needs to understand that
security cameras will not reduce
the number of elevator breakdowns.
I wrote a letter last semester
describing the types of behavior
that cause elevator brealcdowns,
even some types which may seem
normal to all of us, but are actually contributing to the elevator
breakdowns.

Page 3

who writes for the Boston Globe.
In December, she relayed information from an Afghan-born public
health researcher, Zohra Rasekh,
who had recently returned from a
fact-finding
mission
in
Afghanistan. Ms. Rasekh was
stopped by "a Taliban carrying a
stick with a metal end, (who)
pointed to her exposed wrist,
called her a ’shameless woman,’
and chased her until she jumped a
wide ditch and escaped."
So much for a shy, religious
man.
Goodman also reports that one
woman "was beaten and jailed
because she stepped on the bus
through the front door reserved
for men, not the back door relegated to women." And of a girl
who "died because she couldn’t
afford a burka to leave home in
search of medical care."
Many people remain uninformed or skeptical, like Mr
Numan. Now that you have some
more credible facts, Mr. Numan,
do you still want to support this
particular group of Muslim
extremists?
Julie Sparks
lecturer, English department

Lessons That
Will Last
A Lifetime..

Ancient flu
A 1918
WASHINGTON (AP)
flu that killed more than 20
million people may have quietly percolated for several years.
The gene likely "was adapting in humans or in swine for
maybe several years before it
broke out as a pandemic virus,"
said molecular biologist Ann
Reid, lead author of the study
published in the Proceedings of
the National Academy of
Sciences.
But "we can’t tell whether it
went from pigs into humans or
from humans into pigs," she
said.
Different influenza strains
circle the globe annually.
Every so often a strain tough

Iraq threat

Iraq’s
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
vice president threatened
Monday to attack a Turkish
base for U.S. warplanes.
Attacks on other American arid
MERIDA, Mexico (AP)
President Clinton went to work British bases in the region
on rebuilding his tarnished would also occur if the jets conpresidency Monday, saying tinue patrolling Iraqi skies.
State
of
Secretary
"everything will be fine" if
Republicans and Democrats Madeleine Albright promised
put aside bitter differences and swift U.S. retaliation in event
work on the nation’s important of an Iraqi attack.
Taha Yassin Ramadan’s
business.
Clinton spoke with reporters threat marked the first time in
Mexican years that Iraq has threatened
with
talks
at
to attack neighboring Turkey.
President Ernesto Zedillo.
U.S. jets based at Incirlik, in
U.S. and Mexican officials
signed nine modest agreements southern Turkey, have struck
on air transportation, the war almost daily at Iraqi defense
on drugs, trade, border safety sites after being targeted by
Iraqi defenses while patrolling
and fighting forest fires.
Clinton signaled his interest the "no-fly" zone over the north
of the country.
in moving on.
The Arab League denounced
"’This is a time for reconciliation and renewal," Clinton this earlier threat Monday.
said.

Moving on
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San Diego State University’s Marcus Tuefel (23) pins a San
Jose State University player against the glass in a penalty
filled 11-5 Spartan win. The game was called with 8.5 seconds
left in the final period when the Spartans’ Toni Pellegrino got
into a fight with Tyler Snyder of the Aztecs after Pellegrino
thought Snyder cross-checked him too high.

Jamison leads
Warriors over
Timberwolves
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)
Antawn Jamison scored 21
points, including the game-winning tip-in with four seconds left,
giving the Golden State Warriors
a 101-99 victory against the
Minnesota Tim berwolves on
Monday night.
The Warriors won their second
game in two nights and broke a
seven-game losing streak against
Minnesota.
Jiunison added 11 rebounds in
21 minutes off the bench, none
more crucial than his tip of Terry
Cummings’ missed put -back after
Donyell Marshall shot an air ball.
Minnesota’s Kevin Garnett led
all scorers with 29 points and
added 10 rebounds.
The game was tied at 77 after
three quarters and the teams
played a back -and -forth final
quarter in which neither team led
by more than four points.
The Warriors led 98-95 with
1:58 to play when John Starks hit
a running jumper, but Garnett
countered with a quick dunk at
1:48 to cut the lead to 98-97.
Jamison made only one of two
free throws to make it 99-97.
Stephon Marbury tied the game
at 99 for Minnesota with a threefoot running jumper with 34 9
seconds remaining.
Golden State’s bench scored 14
points in the first quarter to help
build a 22-12 lead.

,

*"etv.v6
"h

one goal and three assists, for a total of 5 points and was able to stay
out of the penalty box in a penalty-ridden game. The two teams combined for 97 penalty minutes.

Sharks pick up another point on road

Ex -Spartan QB Jeff Garcia
expected to sign with 49ers
The frustration of never getting a fair shake may finally
have ended for Jeff Garcia.
The former San Jose State
University quarterback, who
has seen numerous peers get
opportunities to play in the
NFL while he has not, expects
to sign a contract with the San
Francisco 49ers t,oday.
"From my conversations
with (49er general manager)
Bill Walsh, it sounded like they
would have a contract offer for
me," Garcia said.
Since winning the Grey Cup
(the Canadian Football League
equivalent to the Super Bowl)
in December with the Calgary
Stampeders and being named
the CFL’s Most Outstanding
Player, Garcia has tried out for
several NFL teams. Oakland,
Jacksonville. St. Louis and
Miami all took a look at Garcia
and Miami went as far as faxing a contract offer to Garcia’s
agent.
But Garcia was told by
Walsh to wait before he signed

ilk.

Ver
San Diego State University’s Tyler Snyder tries to clear the puck
away after goaltender Eric Hill stopped San Jose State University’s
Joel Jenkins (5) shot in the Spartans 11-5 win Saturday. Jenkins had

Photos by Sean PaneIlo
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any contracts.
"After my workout with the
49ers on Thursday, the coaches
seemed to respond well," Garcia
said. "Walsh said they were
really interested."
Garcia sees the possible
opportunity with the 49ers as
near perfect.
Not only would Garcia have
a chance to learn from quarterwhose
back Steve Young
style of play is very similar to
Garcia’s but he would also be
close to his hometown of Gilroy,
where his parents still live.
"Realistically, this is the best
situation for me," Garcia said.
"It’s a bit overwhelmini,141ougli.
I grew up watching the 49ers."
Walsh has been a vocal supporter of Garcia ever since
Garcia’s Most Valuable Player
performance at the 1994 EastWest Shrine Game, where
Walsh was a coach.
Neither the 49ers or Garcia’s
agent were available for comment.
Spartan Daily Staff Report

But ultimately, Whitney proSUNRISE, Fla. (AP, - Ray
vided Florida with its only spark.
Whitney had a great night and
"That’s good for everybody,
spoiled another good night for the
when we’re disappointed with a
San Jose Sharks.
tie on the road," said Shields. "We
The Florida forward scored two
played well enough to win if we
goals, including one with 6:17 to
just got the bounces."
play, as the Panthers and Sharks
The Panthers, whose last victoskated to a 2-2 tie Monday night.
ry in the series came on Jan. 16,
Whitney, who leads the
Darryl Sutter
1996,
tied the game at 1 on
17
goals,
blasted
a
Panthers with
Sharks’ head coach // Whitney’s first goal.
slap shot past Steve Shields from
Whitney outraced defender
just inside the blue line. It
appeared as if Shields was midst of the longest uninterrupt- sent a cross-ice pass that wound Bob Rouse from center ice and
screened by defenseman Jeff ed trip in NHL history, was going up on the edge of the crease, and unloaded a backhanded shot from
the right circle that beat Shields.
Norton and had no chance at stop- for a franchise-record fifth consec- Friesen poked it past Burke.
"It was a good shot," said
utive road victory. As it is, the
The Pruithers, who entered the
ping the puck.
"All I remember was it hit the Sharks are now undefeated in five game 1-3-1 since right wing Pavel Shields. "It’s hard to stop a backdefenseman and went in," said games and 4-2-1 on the marathon Bure was injured, outshot San hand, you try to follow it."
The tie was the fifth consecuShields.
17-day, 10-game trip.
Jose 14-6 in the period and 33-27
tive in the series.
The tie was Florida’s NHL’The problem about being on for the game.
With games left at Detroit,
leading 14th of the season and it the road is everybody makes too
"We needed to get a good feelcame after Norton, an ex-Panther, big a deal of it," said Sharks coach ing about ourselves after losing Buffalo and Washington, the
had given the Sharks a 2-1 lead at Darryl Sutter.
the last game in Montreal," said Sharks have a chance to make
10:50 of the third period of a chopNorton, the defenseman who Florida coach Terry Murray. "That some more history and become
py game.
was traded by Florida on Nov. 11 was a disappointing performance the first NHL team to finish a
"I just happened to be in a good for left wing Alex Hicks, had only by us, but the point is important road trip of nine or more games
spot," said Norton. "I thought two goals coming into the game. at this time of the year. The race above .500.
"I think it’s coming at a good
(Jeff) Friesen was going to take it He took a pass from Friesen and we’re in, we’ll take it."
real
prior
to
the
around the defenseman, so I just backhanded a shot that beat
Shields, starting for the third time,
crunchtime,"
said Norton. "The
thought I’d break in and take my goalie Sean Burke.
time on the road trip, made two
guy the other way."
Friesen’s team-leading 17th excellent saves on Radek Dvorak guys are bonding, coming togethHe did and it worked.
goal gave the Sharks a 1-0 lead at and Viktor Kozlov late in the peri- er. We realize what a stretch it is
and the guys are being smart."
San Jose, currently in the 7:33 of the first. Marco Sturm od.

"The problem about being on the
road is everybody makes too big
a deal of it.
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Raiders opt
for Gannon
over George’s
loose cannon
ALAMEDA (AP)
Finally,
journeyman quarterback Rich
Gannon is getting his chance as a
full-time starter, and the Oakland
Raiders, souring on Jeff George,
are giving it to him.
The 11 -year backup and spot
starter was signed Monday by the
Raiders, reportedly to a four-year,
$16 million contract in a freeagent deal that also signaled the
end of George’s disappointing
two-season stay in Oalcland.
"It’s been an uphill battle for
me but it’s made me a better football player," Gannon said in a conference call. ’This is the first time
I’ve entered the season as a
starter, but my approach isn’t
going to change at all.
"I always prepared each week
so I really don’t think it’s going to
make that much difference.
Certainly, I feel I can handle the
job and I think it’s going to be
rewarding in the end."
In other moves, the Raiders
also announced the re-signing of
backup quarterback Wade Wilson
and the signing of receiver Chris
T. Jones, who had 70 catches for
859 yards for Philadelphia in
1996 before hurting his knee. He
was limited to four games in 1997
and was out of football last season.
Raiders coach Jon Gruden
announced the signings but
declined to go into detail about
the team’s decision to go with
Gannon over George.
"rm not going to compare two
players: Gruden said. "This is all
about Rich Gannon. He can make
all the throws. He can throw the
ball deep, short, intermediate. He
can scramble. He has great
knowledge of the AFC West. He
has been a big part of Kansas
City’s solid offensive play the last
few years and he’s a great leader."
The Raiders let George go over
the weekend, declining to pay a
$5 million option, a move that
voided the final three years of his
contract and made him a free
agent.
George had hoped to stay with
the Raiders and offered to renegotiate his contract but Gruden
called him Saturday and told him
the tetun was going in a different
direction. George was said to be
surprised, even devastated by the
news.
"We assumed there would be
good faith negotiations following
the voiding of the contract
(Friday)," said George’s agent,
Leigh Steinberg. "All I’ll say is
there wasn’t any."
The Raiders went 4-12 with
George as a starter in 1997 but a
groin injury allowed him to play
in just eight games and finish
four last year, when the team was
8-8.
While George helped revive
the Raiders’ deep passing garne,
he was also hurt by a lack of
mobility that contributed to his
being sacked 80 times while with
Oakland.
George also alienated Gruden
and teammates alike when he
went on his radio show with a
month remaining in the season
and declared himself out for the
year. He hadn’t bothered to check
with anyone in the organization,
including the team doctor.
George actually came back to
in the
and played well
play
season finale but the damage was
done.
Though he doesn’t have
George’s arm, Gannon seems a
better fit with Gruden’s West
Coast-type system because he can
throw on the move and is used to
going through a progression of
reads.
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The Stanford women’s rugby team push against the San Jose State University team in
a scrum on Saturday. SJSU lost 72-7. This the rugby team’s second year in existence.

Rugby team trampled by Cardinal
Reigning Division II champion Stanford
University crushed the Spartan women’s
rugby team 72-7 Saturday.
The loss puts the Spartan’s league record
at 1-2 and the Cardinal at 3-0. One of San
Jose State University’s losses was due to a
game the team forfeited when it did not
have enough players.
Saturday’s Score

’,tanford Cardinal

72
7

Spoitans

The pace of the game was set nine minutes in when the Cardinal scored the first
five points when they scored a try.
Cardinal Mel Peterson, who has played
with the Stanford women’s basketball
team, scored this try and two other tries as
well as six conversions.
Spartan co-captain Hilda Vazquez scored
SJSU’s only try 41 minutes into the game.
Vazquez leads SJSU with 70 points.
This is the Spartan’s second season and
for many of the team’s members it is their
first. The tetun’s inexperience showed in
Saturday’s game.
"They need to know the rules better,"
Stanford head coach Franck Boivert said.
"If you know the rules, you play the game
better."
Biovert coached the U.S. women’s national rugby team to a silver medal in the 1998
Women’s Rugby World Cup.
Many of the Spartans needed to put
more pressure on the opposing team, said

FOR

A

Spartan head coach Karl Laucher.
"They need to get in front of the ball carrier more," Laucher said.
Laucher also said the Spartans need to
work on making more tackles.
"We made a lot of tackles, but we also
missed a lot of tackles," Laucher said.
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"There’s hundreds of tackles that need to be
made in every game."
Cardinal Heather Smith said the
Spartans needed to play more aggressively.
Smith scored two trys against SJSU.
"They need to put more pressure on the
opposing team," Smith said.

Spartan Sports

Despite the problems in Saturday’s
game, Spartan co-captain Christina
Francisco is confident SJSU can beat
Stanford in future games.
"They’re good," Francisco said. "But
they’re definitely a team that we can beat in
the future."
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Shanna Phllpot, a
hooker for San
Jose State
University women’s
rugby team, struggles to retrieve the
ball with Stanford
players. A hooker is
a person in the middle of the front line
of a scrum. Philpot,
who has only been
on the team for
three weeks, refractured two fingers
during the game.

By Marcus Ulrich
StaffWriter

MONTEREY
M E R
LANGUAGE

AUG 12, 1999
JUNE 16
ENGLISH AS A
SECOND LANGUAGE

"We’re thrilled to even have a team out to play Stanford," said Karl Laucher, the team’s
head coach. "We’re still just getting organized."
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San Diego State University’s Marcus Tuefel (23) pins a San
Jose State University player against the glass in a penalty
filled 11-5 Spartan win. The game was called with 8.5 seconds
left in the final period when the Spartans’ Toni Pellegrino got
into a fight with Tyler Snyder of the Aztecs after Pellegrino
thought Snyder cross-checked him too high.

Ex -Spartan QB Jeff Garcia
expected to sign with 49ers
The frustration of never getting a fair shake may finally
have ended for Jeff Garcia.
The former San Jose State
University quarterback, who
has seen numerous peers get
opportunities to play in the
NFL while he has not, expects
to sign a contract with the Sari
Francisco 49ers today.
"From my conversations
with (49er general manager)
Bill Walsh, it sounded like they
would have a contract offer for
me," Garcia said.
Since winning the Grey Cup
(the Canadian Football League
equivalent to the Super Bowl)
in December with the Calgary
Stampeders and being named
the CFL’s Most Outstanding
Player, Garcia has tried out for
several NFL teams. Oakland,
Jacksonville, St. Louis and
Miami all took a look at Garcia
and Miami went as far as faxing a contract offer to Garcia’s
agent.
But Garcia was told by
Walsh to wait before he signed

Jamison leads
Warriors over
Timberwolves
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)
Antawn Jamison scored 21
points, including the game-winning tip-in with four seconds left,
giving the Golden State Warriors
a 101-99 victory against the
Minnesota Tim berwolves on
Monday night.
The Warriors won their second
game in two nights and broke a
seven-game losing streak against
Minnesota.
Jamison added 11 rebounds in
21 minutes off the bench, none
more crucial than his tip of Terry
Cummings’ missed put-back after
Donyell Marshall shot an air ball.
Minnesota’s Kevin Garnett led
all scorers with 29 points and
added 10 rebounds.
The game was tied at 77 after
three quarters and the teams
played a back-and -forth final
quarter in which neither team led
by more than four points.
The Warriors led 98-95 with
1:58 to play when John Starks hit
a running Jumper, but Garnett
countered with a quick dunk at
1:48 to cut the lead to 98-97.
Jamison made only one of two
free throws to make it 99-97.
Stephon Marbury tied the game
at 99 for Minnesota with a threefoot running jumper with 34.9
seconds remaining.
Golden State’s bench scored 14
points in the first quarter to help
build a 22-12 lead.

any contracts.
"After my workout with the
49ers on Thursday, the coaches
seemed to respond well," Garcia
said. "Walsh said they were
really interested."
Garcia sees the possible
opportunity with the 49ers as
near perfect.
Not only would Garcia have
a chance to learn from quarterback Steve Young whose
style of play is very similar to
Garcia’s but he would also be
close to his hometown of Gilroy,
where his parents still live.
"Realistically, this is the best
situation for me," Garcia said.
"It’s a bit overwhelming though.
I grew up watching the 49ers."
Walsh has been a vocal supporter of Garcia ever since
Garcia’s Most Valuable Player
performance at the 1994 EastWest Shrine Game, where
Walsh was a coach.
Neither the 49ers or Garcia’s
agent were available for comment.
Spartan Daily Staff Report
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Nett
San Diego State University’s Tyler Snyder tries to clear the puck
away after goaltender Eric Hill stopped San Jose State University’s
Joel Jenkins (5) shot in the Spartans 11-5 win Saturday. Jenkins had

Photos by Sean Panello

kmpw,,.

one goal and three assists, for a total of 5 points and was able to stay
out of the penalty box in a penalty-ridden game. The twO teams Combined for 97 penally minutes.

Sharks pick up another point on road
Ray
SUNRISE, Fla. (AP)
Whitney had a great night and
spoiled another good night for the
San Jose Sharks.
The Florida forward scored two
goals, including one with 6:17 to
play, as the Panthers and Sharks
skated to a 2-2 tie Monday night.
Whitney, who leads the
Panthers with 17 goals, blasted a
slap shot past Steve Shields from
just inside the blue line. It
appeared as if Shields was
screened by defenseman Jeff
Norton and had no chance at stopping the puck.
"All I remember was it hit the
defenseman and went in," said
Shields.
The tie was Florida’s NHLleading 14th of the season and it
came after Norton, an ex-Panther,
had given the Sharks a 2-1 lead at
10:50 of the third period of a choppy game.
"I just happened to be in a good
spot," said Norton. "I thought
(Jeff) Friesen was going to take it
around the defenseman, so I just
thought I’d break in and take my
guy the other way."
He did and it worked.
San Jose, currently in the

"The problem about being on the
road is everybody makes too big
a deal of it.
Darryl Sutter
Sharks’ head coach //
midst of the longest uninterrupted trip in NHL history, was going
for a franchise-record fifth consecutive road victory. As it is, the
Sharks are now undefeated in five
games and 4-2-1 on the marathon
17-day, 10-game trip.
"The problem about being on
the road is everybody makes too
big a deal of it," said Sharks coach
Darryl Sutter.
Norton, the defenseman who
was traded by Florida on Nov. 11
for left wing Alex Hicks, had only
two goals coming into the game.
He took a pass from Friesen and
backhanded a shot that beat
goalie Sean Burke.
Friesen’s team-leading 17th
goal gave the Sharks a 1-0 lead at
7:33 of the first. Marco Sturm

sent a cross-ice pass that wound
up on the edge of the crease, and
Friesen poked it past Burke.
The Panthers, who entered the
game 1-3-1 since right wing Pavel
Bure was injured, outshot San
Jose 14-6 in the period and 33-27
for the game.
’We needed to get a good feeling about ourselves after losing
the last game in Montreal," said
Florida coach Terry Murray. "That
was a disappointing performance
by us, but the point is important
at this time of the year. The race
we’re in, we’ll take it."
Shields, st,arting for the third
time on the road trip, made two
excellent saves on Radek Dvorak
and Viktor Kozlov late in the period.

Affordable Health Insurance
Great Plans, Excellent Doctors, Top Carriers,
Low rates, 19 years of Experience,
Individual Group Short Term Plans
Dental Vision
Call Blockhouse Insurance Agency
for an Immediate Quote
Toll Free (888) 806-0982 Licence#0706695
Se Habla Espanol

But ultimately, Whitney provided Florida with its only spark.
"That’s good for everybody,
when we’re disappointed with a
tie on the road," said Shields. "We
played well enough to win if we
just got the bounces."
The Panthers, whose last victory in the series came on Jan. 16,
1996, tied the game at 1 on
Whitney’s first goal.
Whitney outraced defender
Bob Rouse from center ice and
unloaded a backhanded shot from
the right circle that beat Shields.
"It was a good shot," said
Shields. "It’s hard to stop a backhand, you try to follow it."
The tie was the fifth consecutive in the series.
With games left at Detroit,
Buffalo and Washington, the
Sharks have a chance to make
some more history and become
the first NHL team to finish a
road trip of nine or more games
above .500.
"I think it’s coming at a good
real
the
prior
to
time,
crunchtime," said Norton. "The
guys are bonding, coming together. We realize what a stretch it is
and the guys are being smart."

N.E.T. o ATM networking. No one in Silicon
Valley controls voice, data, and video for
mission critical WANs like us. And no one
offers more career control to its people. With
our accelerated international success, you’ll
find that N.E.T. is the place to bring your
aspirations for professional growth and mobility
Visit us at www.net.com. Take control.
We currently have New Grad opportunities in
Fremont, CA.
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Raiders opt
for Gannon
over George’s
loose cannon
ALAMEDA (AP)
Finally,
journeyman quarterback Rich
Gannon is getting his chance as a
full-time starter, and the Oakland
Raiders, souring on Jeff George,
are giving it to him.
The 11 -year backup and spot
starter was signed Monday by the
Raiders, reportedly to a four-year,
$16 million contract in a freeagent deal that also signaled the
end of George’s disappointing
two-season stay in Oakland.
"It’s been an uphill battle for
me but it’s made me a better football player," Gannon said in a conference call. "This is the first time
I’ve entered the season as a
starter, but my approach isn’t
going to change at all.
"I always prepared each week
so I really don’t think it’s going to
make that much difference.
Certainly, I feel I can handle the
job and I think it’s gcing to be
rewarding in the end."
In other moves, the Raiders
also announced the re-signing of
backup quarterback Wade Wilson
and the signing of receiver Chris
T Jones, who had 70 catches for
859 yards for Philadelphia in
1996 before hurting his knee. He
was limited to four games in 1997
and was out of football last season.
Raiders coach Jon Gruden
announced the signings but
declined to go into detail about
the team’s decision to go with
Gannon over George.
"Fm not going to compare two
players: Gruden said. "This is all
about Rich Gannon. He can make
all the throws. He can throw the
ball deep, short, intermediate. He
can scramble. He has great
knowledge of the AFC West. He
has been a big part of Kansas
City’s solid offensive play the last
few years and he’s a great leader."
The Raiders let George go over
the weekend, declining to pay a
$5 million option, a move that
voided the final three years of his
contract and made him a free
agent.
George had hoped to stay with
the Raiders and offered to renegotiate his contract but Gruden
called him Saturday and told him
the team was going in a different
direction. George was said to be
surprised, even devastated by the
news.
"VVe assumed there would be
good faith negotiations following
the voiding of the contract
(Friday)," said George’s agent,
Leigh Steinberg. "All I’ll say is
there wasn’t any."
The Raiders went 4-12 with
George as a starter in 1997 but a
groin injury allowed him to play
in just eight games and finish
four last year, when the team was
8-8.
While George helped revive
the Raiders’ deep passing game,
he was also hurt by a lack of
mobility that contributed to his
being sacked 80 times while with
Oakland.
George also alienated Gruden
and teammates alike when he
went on his radio show with a
month remaining in the season
and declared himself out for the
year. He hadn’t bothered to check
with anyone in the organization,
including the team doctor.
George actually came back to
and played well in the
play
season finale but the damage was
done.
Though he doesn’t have
George’s arm, Gannon seems a
better fit with Gruden’s West
Coast-type system because he can
throw on the move and is used to
going through a progression of
reads.

Sarah Orr/Spartan Dail%

The Stanford women’s rugby team push against the San Jose State University team in
a scrum on Saturday. SJSU lost 72-7. This the rugby team’s second year in existence.

Rugby team trampled by Cardinal
Shanna Philpot, a
hooker for San
Jose State
University women’s
rugby team. struggles to retrieve the
ball with Stanford
players. A hooker is
a person in the middle of the front line
of a scrum. Philpot,
who has only been
on the team for
three weeks, refractured two fingers
during the game.

By Marcus Ulrich
StaffWriter

Reigning Division II champion Stanford
University crushed the Spartan women’s
rugby team 72-7 Saturday.
The loss puts the Spartan’s league record
at 1-2 and the Cardinal at 3-0. One of San
Jose State University’s losses was due to a
game the team forfeited when it did not
have enough players.
Saturday’s Score
Stanford Ccnumal
Spartanr,
The pace of the game was set nine minutes in when the Cardinal scored the first
five points when they scored a try.
Cardinal Mel Peterson, who has played
with the Stanford women’s basketball
team, scored this try and two other tries as
well as six conversions.
Spartan co-captain Hilda Vazquez scored
SJSU’s only try 41 minutes into the game.
Vazquez leads SJSU with 70 points.
This is the Spartan’s second season and
for many of the team’s members it is their
first. The team’s inexperience showed in
Saturday’s game.
"They need to know the rules better,"
Stanford head coach Franck Boivert said.
"If you know the rules, you play the game
better."
Biovert coached the U.S. women’s national rugby team to a silver medal in the 1998
Women’s Rugby World Cup.
Many of the Spartans needed to put
more pressure on the opposing team, said

Sarah Orr/Spartan Daily

Spartan head coach Karl Laucher.
"They need to get in front of the ball carrier more," Laucher said.
Laucher also said the Spartans need to
work on making more tackles.
"We made a lot of tackles, but we also
missed a lot of tackles," Laucher said.
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"There’s hundreds of tackles that need to be
made in every game."
Cardinal Heather Smith said the
Spartans needed to play more aggressively.
Smith scored two trys against SJSU.
"They need to put more pressure on the
opposing team," Smith said.
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Despite the problems in Saturday’s
game, Spartan co-captain Christina
Francisco is confident SJSU can beat
Stanford in future games.
"They’re good," Francisco said. "But
they’re definitely a team that we can beat in
the future."
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"We’re thrilled to even have a team out to play Stanford," said Karl Laucher, the team’s
head coach. ‘We’re still just getting organized."
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ENTERTAINMENT
’All -Stars’ lose at Sublime’s game
I ties(1.1%. 1.(.1)11litry 16. 1999
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By Shone Lewis
stistrivriter
The Long Beach Dub All-Stars
were like the guy who tried to ride
the wave of the crowd and ended
up being dropped on his face. Both
were trying to feed off the crowd’s
support. and suffered similar
results.
Like the jailbait of all ages in
the crowd, pretending to be
women, the Long Beach Dub AllStars spent most of their time pretending to be Sublime Saturday at
the Maritime Hall in San
Francisco.
Though the crowd came to see
Sublime, they got the Long Beach
Dub’ All-Stars. The Long Beach
Dub All-Stars are Sublime, without its creative force Brad Nowell,
but with surviving members Eric
Wilson, who plays the bass and
Bud Gaugh, who plays drums.
One thing that became apparent from the beginning of the concert was that the band was not
Sublime no matter how many
of Sublime’s songs they play.
Most of what made Sublime as
good as it was unfortunately went
with Brad Nowell, who died of a
drug overdose in May 1996. The
band’s songwriting and distinctive
sound that separated them from
the rest of the ska/punk/reggae
genre died with Nowell.

vomit that was spread acros,
much of the dance floor by shuffling feet, people jumped up and
down to the beat of the music and
swung their heads back and forth.
Near the center of the dance
The band sounded repetitive floor, skinheads (not of the Nazi
with several of its numbers nearly variety) with tattoos scrawled all
indistinguishable from one anoth- over their bodies tore off their
er. Lead singer Opie Ortiz’s vocals shirts and began to slam themare one reason why the songs blur selves back and forth, creating a
into one another, whereas turbulent mosh pit. Bodies went
Nowell’s gave each song its own flying as those at the edge of the
flavor and rhythm.
mosh pit shoved those at the cenNormally, it is unfair to make a ter back and forth.
comparison between a band and
Despite the first concertgoer’s
its previous incarnation, but most failed attempt to surf’ the crowd,
of the songs the the band played more contestants tried to do the
were off of Sublime albums.
same. They were usually quickly
Because they played so many dropped on their heads, or on
(about a dozen) Sublime songs, their asses if they were lucky.
the group fed off the crowd’s
When the band finished their
hunger for anything even resem- set, the crowd cheered for an
bling Sublime. Some of the encore, which of course they got.
Sublime songs they played were The last song of the encore was,
"Garden Grove," "Pawn Shop," "40 not surprisingly, one of Sublime’s
oz. to Freedom," "Badfish" and most popular hits "Santeria,"
"Let’s Get Stoned," among others. which they had the crowd sing
The relatively few original enthusiastically.
songs the band played were not
The opening band, The
particularly bad, but they did not Ziggens, also from Long Beach,
do anything that stood out.
showed more creativity and
At one point, Ortiz asked, "Do experimentation by changing the
you want to hear some more new speed and intensity of their set
songs?"
than the headliners. At times, the
The response was predictably band had the crowd more pumped
lukewarm because the crowd up than the Long Beach Dub All came to hear Sublime songs.
Stars were ever able to succeed in
Despite a rather large pile of doing.

Concert
Review

’Message in a Bottle’ delivers
By Sandra L. Avila
stiff/writer

Moviegoers who aren’t afraid
to cry and enjoy love stories
should check out the movie
"Message in a Bottle."
"Message in a Bottle" is about
Theresa (Robin Wright Penn), a
journalist from Chicago who falls
in love with Garret (Kevin
Costner), a sailboat builder from
North Carolina.
The movie begins with Theresa
jogging on a beach, while vacationing, and finding a love note
written by Garrett in a bottle.
Garret is a confused man who
is trying t,o hold on to the past. To
keep memories of his dead wife
alive, he writes her love notes and
sends them out to sea.
The love story begins when
Theresa returns from vacationing, and she reads the love letter
to fellow colleagues at the
Chicago Tribune.
Her supervisor Charlie (Robbie
Coltrane) puts a column in the
paper to find out if other people
have found letters in bottles.
The movie is thrust into
motion. The story about the message in the bottle generates hundreds of responses.
Theresa. who is assigned to follow up the love letters story, finds
Garret. However, she isn’t
straight with him about her
intentions of writing a story about
him.
Garret, who is obsessed with
his first love, is emotionless and
lacks social skills. He led a solitary life until he met Theresa.
The articulate Theresa falls in
love after a boat ride and dinner.
She never tells Garret she
found his love letter in the bottle.
The chemistry between actors
Costner and Wright Penn is terrific and emotional.
Paul Newman plays Garrett’s
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rnake-beheve monarchs of the
NEW ORLEANS (AP) On
the eve of Mardi Gras, tens of city’s most prestigious black and
thousands of revelers were white Carnival parade groups.
Rex, King of Carnival, and
already gathered, bourbons in
hand and beads around their King Zulu of the Zulu Social Aid
necks. Parades filled the streets and Pleasure Club were meeting
as part of a giant open-air music
and music filled the air.
"I’m just getting juiced up for and fireworks show heralding
Mardi Gras," local resident A.J. Lundi Gras, or Fat Monday, a
Hingle said Monday, drinking warm-up for the raucous citywide
beer at a riverfront park awaiting Fat Tuesday street party that precedes Lent.
a rock ’n’ roll band.
"Zulu! It’s going to be a big
George and Brenda Holyfield of
Los Angeles were waiting for the party," said Holyfield. "That’s
what we’re looking forward to. It’s
band, and for a Carnival first a
formal meeting between the going to be the wildest thing pos-

sible:
The Holyfields and Hingle
were among several hundred people on the riverfront enjoying
drinks and food, the sun, and the
hooting tunes of a nearby riverboat’s calliope concert.
The Zulu parade, which opens
Mardi Gras, was the biggest draw
for Holyfield, and Mrs. Holyfield
said she was enjoying the food
more than anything else.
"Crawfish etouffe, oysters and all
the fried foods. And the seafood
gumbo," she said. "Everything’s
just great. I’m enjoying it all."

Photo rooms% of Warner Bros
Robin Wright Penn (lett) and Kevin Costner embrace each other in
"Message in a Bottle."
father, and he brings laughter to
the movie. Dodge (Newman) tries
to persuade Garret to move on
with his life by finding a new love.
When Dodge met Theresa, he
liked her immediately.
Dodge is a flirtatious character
who is not embarrassed to speak
his mind. One of the dinner
scenes exemplifies Dodge.
Dodge told Theresa she was
very attractive. "If I was about
150 years younger, you would be
in trouble," he said.
The film is not a traditional
love story such as "Gone with the
Wind," where two people remain

in love forever.
"Message in a Bottle" was a
love story flawed from the beginning because Theresa entered the
relationship by not being totally
truthful about how she found
Garret.
Garret and Theresa’s relationship gets strained when he finds
out she knew about the letters he
had written to his wife.
"Message in a Bottle" can bring
tears to ones eyes, but it can also
open a person’s eyes about sharing love and warns them not to
enter a relationship by not being
truthful.

There’s a whole world
out there!
Explore it with ContiklThe #1 tour for 18-35 year olds
(vresk.1 AcLnct Mc/ peoptc
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$289

Madrid $330
Rome

Panama Red

Party animals start early for Mardi Gras

IN MANY COMPANIES IT TAKES YEARS
TO PROVE YOU CAN LEAD...

(1.1,1
Kona Gold

Franchesca Esinribel/Spartan Daily
Isaiah Owens, Eric Wilson, Bud Gaugh and pie Ortiz (left to right) of the Long Beach Dub All-Stars
perform to a young audience Saturday at the Maritime Hall in San Francisco. The band, which performed
to a lukewarm crowd, features former members of Sublime.
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WE’LL GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS.

Ten weeks may not seem iike much time to prove you re capable ot being a leader But if
vou’re tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of hard work could make you an
Officer of Marines And Officer Candidates School (OCS) is where you’ll get the chance to prove
vou’ve got what it takes to lead a life full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor Anyone
an say they ve got what it takes to be a leader, we’ll give you ten weeks to prove rt For
on the Internet at www Marines com
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CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
maims no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and oflerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
PT CLERICAL STUDENT ASSIST.
SPARTAN ONLY HIRING NOW!
$7.53/hr. 3 His/Dai Mon. Fn.
Detail Oriented *Good Carso. Skids
Lt Phones Use Mac Quark a +
Apply DBH 203 or 209, on M-T.W.
Ask for Kathy. Questions?
Call 924-3277
DRAFTING: Sound, Cornnuication
& Security. Co. seeking a Drafting
Person w/draft & Comp. Exp. PT
Flex hrs ME. 5 min Pim from SJSU.
Call Dan 408993-0560 ext 107
or fax 408292-8887.
cfverondatfispartanengineering.co
ACCOUNTING CLERK Needed
Excellent math, people, logic,
phone & organizational skills are a
must. Basic computer skills will
be required. This Is a part time
position. Mandatory hours are
9:30 - 2pm (20 hrs/wk) Monday
through Friday. Fax resume with
salary history to 408/554-9598.
RECEPTIONIST
Part or Full time. Answer Phones.
General Office Work.
Fax Resume to 271-7911.
VALET PAMUNG ATTEPIDANTS
Ambitious & energetic people
needed, FT/PT. Eam $8-$15 per
work
hour (average). Flexible,
around your school schedule.
Lots of fun and eam good money.
Call (408)867-7275. leave
voicemail or email us at
vA.m.connthianparking.com
Leave name and pumber where
you can be contacted.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT
AFTER SCHOOL CHILD CARE
POSITIONS
needed. Loving family is looking for
Now hiring high-achieving
to
spend
the
aftemoon
someone
with children ages 7 & 10. Some
students for a managenal
tutoring may be required. Car position, which through training,
support, effort & integrity,
necessary Alum Rock area. M & W 2
results in personal &
6prn. Call 2591139 evenings.
professional growth.
Average earnings $9200.
PART-TIME NANNY 20+ hours
www.varsitystudent.com
per week. Start March 1st. After1-800-295-9675.
noons & some evenings. Must
have own car. Must be flexible,
organized, positive attitude. 3 WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
& LOVE CHILDREN??
Elementary school children (6-10).
TOP PAY!
Help with homework. chores and
Immediate temp/perm
meals. Transport to activities,
substitute positions as
possible live-in or out. Call Ann
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
Marshall, M - F. 408-792-4147.
at After School Programs.
Day Care Centers, Etc.
INSTALLER/SIGN FABRICATOR:
(408) 86643550
Attention to detail a must! Related
fabri
experience preferred. Will be
cating and installing signs. Room LAW OFRCE Opening far a TYPIST
for advancement. Good DMV. Able 30 w.p.m. minimum. $7/hour.
to lift 50 lbs. 30-40 hrs MF/Benefits Mon. Tue. & Thur. Call 244-4200
New Directions Sign Service
ACCEPTING APPUCATIONS for
365 Woodview Drive #300
P/T Servers & Host/ess for busy
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
restaurant. No exp. rrec. Will train.
Fax: (408) 778-7392
Hourly + tips. Call Art or Lyn 408CAMPUS INSURANCE SERVICE 377-6456.
is seeking a paffitime clencal perDAYCARE TEACHERS.
son, effective immed. Duties
K-8 school seeks responsible
include filing & working with mail.
No typing skills are req. Good individuals for extended daycare.
command of English language, P/T in theafternoon. No ECE units
’written & oral is required. Hours: required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please call
lpm 5pm. Mon. Fri. $7/hr. Call
244-1968 x 16
408296-5270, ask Dawn or Bud
to set up an interview.
LEGAL ASSISTANTS
General practice law office
STUDENT JOBS, Financial Ald or
seeks P/T legal assistants
Paid Internships for national
fluent in Spanish 8i/or
media organization, part time,
Mandarin. Will Train.
M -F, flexible hours to fit your
Call (408) 364-0345.
schedule. Kristie: 4083661370.
THE STARVING MUSICIAN
is now hiring. Band/Orchestra
sales person for it’s Meridian
location. Full time positron only.
Benefits, great job for music
majors. Fax resume to
408/554-9598.

PART-TIME CHILDCARE NEEDED
Daly DEMONSTRATORS to pcmote for our twelve month-old daughter
Healthy/Natural Prod. PT. $10/hr in our Willow Glen home. Tues? wkrigt/wkend.760-930-4550. days and Thursdays preferably.
Excellent pay. References
required. 408/436-8611 x 167.
TEACHERS WANTED
"KIDZ KLUB"
WEEKEND FIELD MGR. P/T
the On-Site Child
Weekend work. Flex hours.
Care Center of the
Will evaluate sign routes.
DANIELSSON CHANG
Must own truck with insurance.
LAW OFFICES,
New Directions Sign Service
has openings for
365 Woodview Drive #300
P/T and F/T teachers.
Morgan Hill. CA 95037
The center provides full time
Fax: (408) 7787392
care for law office staff
children and drop-in care for
CAMP TAKM0 for Boys. on Long
children of clients while
Lake, Naples. Maine. Noted for
they are visiting our office.
picturesque location. exceptional
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
facilities. and outstanding programs.
- just energy. creativity. and a
lune 22 - August 22. Over 100
LOVE OF CHILDREN!
counselor positions in tennis,
CALL (408) 364-0345
baseball. basketball. soccer,
lacrosse. golf, roller hockey.
BAR/
F000 SERVICE/ESPRESSO
WONG. FT & PT positions avail- swimming. sailing. canoeing.
able in busy family style restau- waterskiing, scuba, archery, riflery,
journalism,
training,
rant located in Sunnyvale. All weight
shifts avail, flex hrs. S9/hr to photography, video. woodworking,
start. Please call 733-9446, ask ceramics, crafts, fine arts. nature
& electrcnics, dramafics,
stuly,
for Julia or Wendy.
music
accompanist,
piano
instrumentalist/band director,
SIGN PLACER
backpacking, rockclimbing, ropes
Looking for extra income?
general
instructor.
course
Rex P/T. W/E Firs. Will place sign
(w/youngest boys). secretarial.
routes in Silicon Ye/ley area.
Need reliable truck with insuranoe. nursing. kitchen staff. Call Mike
Sherbun at 806250,3252 or email.
New Directions Sign Service
takalo@aolcoin.
365 Woodview Drive #300
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Fax: (408) 778-7392
GREAT CAREER OPPORTUNITY1
Qualified Area Coordinator to
manage promotional team
representing Red Bull energy
drink in Bay area. Looking for
high energy. athletic individual
with public relations experience.
For interview call 1-8813-664-4121.
S.1,000’s MEEKLY!! Stuff
ernelopes at home for S2 each
plus bonuses. F/T, P/T. Make
S800-i weekty. guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details.
send one stamp to: N-28. 12021
Wilshire BI., Suite 552.
Los Angeles. CA 90025.
111500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mail
ing our circulars. Free infommtion.
Call 202-452-5901.

Certain advertisements In
these cokonns may refer the
reader to spacMIc telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information
ClassIfled readers should be
reminded that, when making
these hotter contacts. they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for geode ar services.
In oddition. readers should
carefully irweettigate el flims
Refire employment listatip
arcoupons for discount
vacations or merchand I se.

REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
looking for DAYCARE STAFF
person. Part-time (2:30-6:301
Working with elementary aged
children. Contact Lisa at
408723-5140.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJo se
Inner City Express.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose

INVESTIGATORS
Dent discrimination & eam
extra cash on an oncall basis.
Project Sentinel 408-287-4663

WAt4TED 29 PEOPLE
to get ss PAID SS to lose up
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days.
Natural. Guaranteed.
Call (888)240-3718.

TELEMARKETING
Pan/Full-Time. Day. Eve. and
Weekend shifts available. Sell
disccunt newspaper subcriptions.
Salary plus bonus. NEW location:
31N 2nd St. #270 408/4940200
Media Promotions. Call or come in
TODAY!
CREDIT UMON ASSISTANTS - Job
Code 35SPD. Part-Time & Full Time. No Weekends. No Sales
Quotas. Minimum $11.50/hr to
start. Provide member and teller
services. Requires HS Diploma or
equivalent, 1 yr teller experience,
good communication & PC skills.
We offer generous compensation
and benefits including medical,
dental. vision, special employee
loans and opportunities for tuition
assistance. Qualified candidates
should fax or send resume to
408-756-2565, STAR ONE FCU,
IIR Dept P.O. Boa 3643, Sunnyvale.
CA 94088-3643. Please include
job code.
S EARN EXTRA CASH $
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact Califomia Cryobank
650-324-1900. M-F. 8-4:30

INSTRUCTOR Teach independent
Irving skills and provide support to
developmentally disabled adults
living independently in Pleasanton
area. Car required. FT. $10/hr
+ benes. User-friendly non-profit
agency. 510-832-7126.

GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP
needed for small, exclusive shop
and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat. Must be
reliable, honest. able to do physical work. Exp. working w/dogs
preferred. but will train. Great mai
for dog lover! $6.50 hr.
NO BOSS! WORK FROM HOME Can FAX resume to 408/377-0109
or Call 371-9115.
Health. Fitness, Nutrition.
$500 53.000/mo.
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
P/T or F/T
looking for
No experience necessary!
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
(888) 590-7642 or
(12:00 - 6:30) MF and
(408) 879-8342.
TEACHER ASSISTANT
BULLDOG GOLF CO. Is hiring
(7:30-3:30) M -F.
sales representatives for our Contact Lisa at 408-723-5140.
office located adjacent to SJSU.
No experience needed. We will INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Special
train. Minimum of $10 per hour Ed & Regular class. $8.52-512.10
to $20 per hour + bonuses + hour. Saratoga School Dist. Call
incentives. Fun environment. 867-3424 x200 for application
& information. Immediate Need.
408-971-1645.
BE A STAR..
STAR Market Research is currently
recruiting people to participate
in upcoming Market Research
tests. Incentive paid. Hayward
(510)4761279.
CRUISE SIO. EMPU3TIVENT Workers earn up to $2.000+;month
(w/tips & benefits). World Travel!
Land.Tour jobs up to $5,00057.000/summer. Ask us how!
517.336-4235 Ext. C60412
PROMOTIONAL SPECIALISTS
WANTED! Looking for high energi,
athletic individuals to represent
Red Bull Energy Dnnk. Club promotions. athletic events, people
in need of enertjr. Flexible hours.
1-888-664-4121 call for intennew.

FAX: 408-924-3282

ENTERTAINMENT

SHARED HOUSING

SCREAM - S1SU CAMPUS STORY
ACTORS WANTED
Interested in boosting confidence
in front of the camera?
Call Arnir 408-924-8633.

scnor4 DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY

PLUS seeking Infant, Toddler. and
Preschool Teachers and Aides. F/T &
P/T positions available. Substitute
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions.
Excellent oppportunity for Child
Development majors. Please call
Cathy for an interiew at 244-1968
or fax resume to 248-7350.
DO YOU ENJOY WORKING WITH
CHILDREN? Small World Schools
is hiring Teachers, Aides & Subs
for their school -age child care
centers in San Jose. ECE, CD,
Psych. Soc. or Rec units required.
We offer competitive pay. excellent
training. and a great work environment. If you are interested call
(408)283-9200 ext. 21.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21-32, Healthy,
Responsible, All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!!!
$3,500 stipend & expenses paid.
lAte especially need
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
PLEASE CALL US AT VAVFC
(800) 314-9998

RENTAL HOUSING

"HOW MY FRIEND SAVED ME
FROM SUICIDE’
Magazine article available online
at www.cssentInetcom . Info:
(408)867-8255.

2 BDRNI APARTMENT 5975/mo
Security Type Budding
Secure Parking
Close to Campus
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295-6893

HOUSING DISCRIMINATION
Have you experienced it?
For assistance, call
Project Sentinel 4013-287-4663.

INCOME TAXES
15% off w/ Student ID.
Ask about NEW
’98 Student Tax Credits!
CRS (408) 2813555. San Jose
or (510) 435-4061. Fremont.
511.10ENT DEIVTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 3096 6096
on your dental needs.
For info call 1 800 655-3225.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
otters positions tor:
Directors Assistant Directors
INSURANCE
Teachers Teacher Aides
FT & PT opportunities available
working with infant/toddler. BEST RATES on AUTO INSURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
preschool & school age children.
No Driver Refused
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
4x4’s
salary, excellent benefits package
Accidents
to FT & PT employees and an
Cancelled
enriching work environment. For
TicketS
positions avail at our centers in:
D.U.I.
San bee, Sunnyvale, Los Altos,
Filing
S.R.
Cupertino,
Campbell, Saratoga,
Good Student Discount
Morgan Hill & Redwood City
now
Call
us
cal (408)371-9930 or
408-244-9100
fait resumes to (408) 371-7685
8am - 8pm Mon. -Sat.
e-mail: janderson@cdicdc.org
For more info about CDI/CDC & ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
qualifications, call our 24 Hour
Jobline @1-880-9-CDICDC. EOE

TUTORING

SECURITY
Abcom Private Security
We
train you.
Student Friendly.
FT, PT, Wkdys & Wknds.
NI shifts. Flexible Schedule.
408-247-4827

81-LINGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
Statistics - Trig - Calculus
ACUFACTS SECURITY
Physics: Mechanics - Oectric
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS!
SAT GED CBEST - ESL TOEFL
Full & part-time positions available
Computer: Vis.Basic. Vis.C++
Paid training
Spanish: All levels
Excellent benefits
A US INTRENATIONAL CO is look. Call: Michael 408-298-7576
No expenence necessary
ing for motivated individuals who Ernail: tutor90763@aolcom
Apply in person at
can speak English, French, Japan555 D Mendian Ave. San Jose.
Or call Laune at 408-286-5880 ese or any other languages to
help expand our business locally,
nationally and internationally.
FREE RADIO « S12501
Fundraiser open to student groups Free informational booklet. Call 1- I CAN SHOW YOU THE MONEYSS
Start your own business with a
800-4589089.
& organizations.
fast growing telecom company.
Eam sass per Visa/MC app. We
Huge income potential.
HELP WANTED
supply all matenals at no cost.
More info or a free seminar.
Eam extra cash!!! Make your own
Call for info or visit our website.
to
Call
380-8200 #26252. Get a
students
hours!!
Responsible
callers
receive
a
FREE
Qualified
rnarket/manage Citibank Promotions Free $75 starter kit for attending.
Baby Boom Box.
ownbizepacbell.net
Free
Giveaways!
email:
on
campus.
1-800-932-0528 x 65.
Eam $400+/week. Call Tawanna
www.ocmconcepts.com
114.
ext.
at 1-800-950-8472

4EBNUMNUME

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

1

JUJJLIJJJUICILLIJULILIJJJLIUQUILILILILILILILI
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Three
Two
One
Days
Days
Day
3 lines
$7
$9
SS
$10
4 lines
$8
$6
$11
5 lines
$7
$9
$12
6 lines
$10
Se
$1 for each additional line.

Nemo

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the flth day. rate increases by $1 per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for S3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $B0
3-9 lines: $70
15-19Iines: $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

Address
NyS Stsui

4M

Prime

Send check a money order to:
Spartan Daily Oassif reds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
IN Classified desk is loc,ated in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209.
Deadline. 10:00 a m. two weekdays before publicabon.
? All ads are prepaid. IN No refunds on cancelled ads.
Rates for consecutive publications dates only.
ROUESTIONS? CALL (400) 924-3277

INSTRUCTION

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
WRMNG HELP: (510)601-9554. accepting students who wish to
Highest quality writing. editing.
excel in piaying guitar or bass. All
ghostwriting. Essays. application levels welcome: Beginning,
statements, reports . etc.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. Call
(510) 801-9554 or
Bill at 408-298-6124.
email bolIckObest.com
VISA/litasterCard accepted.
FREE writing tips now available at
WORD PROCESSING
vnyw.acaciemicvnitkg.com

________ FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATFN
Print your ad here.

AUTO FOR SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SERVICES

Please check .(
one classification:
Rental Housing
__campus clubs.
Greek Messages*
_Events*
-Announcements*
_Lost and Found’.
_Volunteers*
_For Sale*
_Autos For Sale*
_Computers Etc.’
_Wanted’
_Empioyment
_Opportunities

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be
in DB H 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lineS for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

Shared I-Sousing*
_Real Estate
_Services*
_HeallhiBeauty’
_Spods/Tholls’
_Insurance
_Entertainment*
_Travel
_Tutonng*
_ Word Processing
Scholarships

placed in person

FOR SALE

ROOM FOR RENT $375/MO. DRAFTING TABLE AND STOOL.
Free parking, utilities incl. 1 blk S150 each. Excellent condition.
from campus. 211 S. llth St. Big Call Kelly at 4018264.4804.
screen TV, pool table. Call Kevin
@ 408-275-1657.
REIJABLE CAR LOW PRICE
88 Gold Tercel, Great condition!
$2000/obo. Call 408.27M659

HEALTH & BEAUTY
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving. waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back - Chest - Lip
- Bikini Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 prrce If
made before June 1, 1999.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621E Campbell Ave. #17, Cmbl.
(408) 379-3500.
LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
100 people wanted.
We’ll pay you to lose
up to 29 lbs in 30 days!
(408) 225-7250.

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, Terrn Papers. Resumes, Unwanted hair removed forever
Specialist. Confidential.
Group Projects. etc. All formats,
Your own probe or disposable
specializing in APA. Micro/mini
tape transcription. Fax. Experienced, 335 S. Sapwood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486
dependable, quick retum.
Almaden/Branham area.
Call Linda (408)264-4504.

\ Daily
CRpSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Fuss
4 BnIliant moves
9 Dense
14 Do a lawn job
15 Very very
16 Musical show
17 Sick
18 Perfect
19 One-celled
animal
20 Has to have
22 Skirt length
24 Big bird
27 Student’s paper
32 Laborers’ group
34 Actress Sanford
35 Start
38 Put forth
energetically
39 Ms. Gardner
40 - out: making
do with
43 In the past
44 Italian port
47 Rain shoes
50 Actor Borgnine
52 Laughing
scavenger
53 Harshly
55 Shore bird
59 Got an A+ on
the test
61 Twangy
62 Baseball’s Hank
66 Fastened
(shoes)
69 Turkish title
70 Mont 71 Greek
philosopher
72 Precious stone
73 Birchbark craft
74 Family car
75 Period of time
DOWN
- acid
2 Wash ngton
powe couple

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

BOOR BOOM MOM
NOUN ODOM ONNO
UONNOOMONNOOMUN
DOR MOON
GIONNM
MOM MONO
DOOM@ MOM MOD
ODOM
MUNN MON
NONOOMOOMODUMOM
OWN MONO
MOON
ONO NUNN =MONO
CONN UMOM
NONNO
WON NM0
NOUNOMOMNOODRO
COMM MOON MODU
WOO MOOD MOM
01998UrittedreatureGyndicale

3 Young bird o
prey
4 Style of cook ng
5 Ancient
6 Rocky
Mountain native
7 Hyde Park
buggy
8 Potato 9 Ramble about
10 Skirt bottom
11 "- Lived
Before"
12 Chicago player
13 Large parrot
21 Ringo’s
instrument
23 Twelve, for
Caesar
25 Motion picture
26 Pawn
28 Lenient
29 West Indies
’ sorcery
30 Highway sign
31 Choir voiceS
33 Whinny
35 Canary

homes
36 Manifest
37 Divinelysupplied food
41 Anti votes
42 Type of club
45 Above, to a
poet
46 With
disapproval
48 At great length
49 It’s long,
51 RN’s specialty
54 Squeals
56 Custom
57 Beer
58 Peruvian
animal
60 Wide
valley
62 Alphabet
starters
63 Chicken king
64 Bled, as a color
65 Singer Yoko
67 Scoundrel
68 O’Hare inti

MEM EMMA MINIM
MEM MIME MU=
NEM MEM MEM
MEM
MMIIM
UMMEMEN UMMUIIMM
MEMO OMEN=
MOMMEMMO
MINIM
MOM
MEM
MEM
MEMMid
MIIMMINIMM
MENEM MOM
MINIMMEN MOMMadd
WM
MEI=
&WWII ME
MUM MIMI MEM
WM= MOM MEM
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That’s Ms. Shark to you

Tuesday, FebWI, 1999

AT&T: phone card services
Continued from page 1
residence halls and campus
phone lines.
Marten Evertz, billing services
coordinator said there are works
in progress to change services.
He also said students can use
their calling cards from their
rooms if they aren’t satisfied with
the rate from Sprint.
Phone cards are offered by
AT&T to all 23 universities in the
CSU system. Students are offered
rates at 20 cents per minute, anywhere, anytime and there’s no
monthly fee.
By accepting the promotion,
the customer consents to having
consumer reports released based
upon information gathered for
obtaining the calling card.
There is also a clause that
states AT&T will charge a 30
cent service charge on non-coin
( which means usage of the phone
card) calls placed from pay
phones.
"The committee looked at
many different companies, and
AT&T was clearly the best deal,"
Swisher said.
This committee is a sub-committee of Strategic Internal
Partnership.
It is comprised of representa-

twee from the technology, communications and the finance
departments of all the schools in
the CSU system.
Swisher said by buying phone
service in bulk, the CSUs can get
a better price.
AT&T also receives a percentage of the membership fees from
the Student Advantage Card, but
June Rochford, from AT&T, said
she couldn’t comment on the
amount because it is proprietary
information.
Kristi Potts, the senior regional manager for the Student
in
Card, said
Advantage
exchange for retailers offering
the discounts, they receive exposure to the student market.
Retailers receive free advertising via Web sites.
Ann Weber, a psychology
major, signed up for the phone
card only because she saw a flyer
advertising discounts via the
Student Advantage membership,
which appealed to her.
"I don’t really use it (the tower
card) on campus, but it’s better
than having the pink card and
the white card," Weber said.
Weber hasn’t used the calling
card. She said she doesn’t make
long distance calls.
She does use her tower card

for a $4.50 admission to the
movies and no cover charge at
selected downtown clubs.
SJSU student Danny Orlando
only uses the card for access to
public transportation.
"I like the idea of one card
rather than two. The picture is
better thttn the computer scan,
but they should’ve made them
able to fit into wallets," Orlando
said.
Linda Vasquez, senior director
of business operations at SJSU,
said after the five year agreement, the school system will
renegotiate and to ensure AT&T
will still have the best offer.
"It depends on what provisions
they’ll give us," said Vasquez.
Glenn Lovely, a SJSU student,
uses his tower card for making
copies and for access to public
transportation. He didn’t opt for
the AT&T calling card.
"I’m not really a big phone
user, so it (the promotion) wouldn’t be useful for me," Lovely said.
If the tower card is lost, there
is a $7 replacement fee for the
card and protective sleeve.
If students didn’t sign up initially for the AT&T package, they
can go back later to sign up with
no fee.

Tikes’: return after hiatus
all other nationally recognized
fraternities.
"We want to be diverse interms
"We’re all Greeks...I’d like to
of ideas and people’s goals," said network and socialize with all of
Aguirre
them, and I’d like Pi Alpha Kappa
The fraternity wants to instill to be at the forefront of uniting
this multicultural philosophy into the Greek community," Davila
all of the fraternities by uniting said.
them under a single umbrella
Clint Hopwood, Intrafraternity
organization.
Council president, said some kind
Currently, there are two bodies of unification is possible, but they
that govern the fraternities on would have to get national recogcampus.
nition from the leaders of the
The United Greek Council has uniting fraternities.
traditionally been an organization
Hopwood said it would be a
for multicultural fraternities such great idea to unite the greek comas the Asian and African munity, but he hasn’t heard anyAmerican fraternities.
The thing from Pi Alpha Kappa or the
Intrafraternity Council was United Greek Council regarding
established on campus to govern this matt,er yet. Hopwood would

Continued from page 1

Aimee

like to learn more before he
endorses such an idea.
The Pi Alpha Kappa fraternity
currently has 25 full-fledged
members and they plan on
extending their rush throughout
this semester in order to gain
more pledges.
They don’t have a house as of
yet, but according to Aguirre their
goal is to have a house by next
semester.
Anyone who joins them this
semester will become a founding
father of the Pi Alpha Kappa
chapter at SJSU.
Their name will be engraved
on a plaque which will hang on
the wall of the chapter’s house
according to Davila.

Santos/Spartan Daily

Freshman Business malor Thanh Ls attempts a shot in the middle pocket during a game with fel-

low students Monday in the Student Union. The basement floor of the Student Union also has bowling, arcade games, air hockey and ping pong tables available to all students.

Faculty: lack of racial diversity
Continued from page 1
"It would be nice to have more
minority professors but, it doesn’t
affect me that much. What is
important to me is that I get a fair
and quality education," sophomore
Juan Rios said.
Some students said living in
San Jose has made them more
accepting of racial differences.
Marcia Holstrom, associate
director of geographic education,
believes the problem lies in the
broad whit,e category.
"I am mostly Anglo-Saxon and I
also have a little bit of Aznerican
Indian in me but you wouldn’t

have realized that by just looking
at me," Holstrom said.
Like many people of mixed
descent, Holstrom has to choose
one category to check off when
asked her ethnicity on applications.
"The ethnicity sections make
you choose one rather than you
telling them everything you are.
So, I write in what I tun next to the
’other’ box," Holstrom said.
The annual ethnicity statistics
done by the Institutional Planning
Resources
and
Academic
Department on campus does not

rat ads,
Advocates protect csn
SAN FFtANCISCO (AP)
More than 30 overweight women
and men chanted "Eat me!" while
performing aerobics on the sidewalk in front of a health club to
protest a new ad campaign they
say demoralizes fat people.
The "fat advocates" banded
together to protest a 24 Hour
Fitness billboard campaign that
depicts a hungry space alien and
reads "When they come, they will
eat the fat ones first."
Company officials say they didn’t intend to offend anyone.
’
’Sometimes humor helps make
things easier, and it can even be
motivational." 24 Hour Fitness
said in a release.
Portly protesters said they saw
little humor in the ad that sought
to entice new members at the
expense of human feelings.
"It’s really hard for fat people
to get into the gym anyway. To
alienate them before they even
walk in the door is cruel," said
Rebekah Bridges, wh ) ha.ided out
lollipops to passersby.
"I mdy be fat, but I’m fit, I’m
happy. I’m sexual, I’m all of those
things. How dare an ad-man
decide for society that we’re not
allowed to be someplace," Bridges
said.
Others waved handwritten
signs that read ’Bite My Fat,
Alien Butt," "Fat and Fit" and
"Honk If You’re Fat," which
received loud support from traffic

on the busy downtown street.
A fitness trainer for the rival
World Gym even ran a low impact
aerobics session at the sidewalk
protest, leading four hefty participants through a rigorous high kneed, arm-pumping routine complete with crossover grapevine
steps.
Marilyn Wann organized the
event and is the author of
"Fat!So?," a nonfiction book that
seeks to strip away the common
cultural notion that fat is bad.
Warm said the 24 Hour Fitness ad
is not funny, and took her "fat
rebels" to the front lines to be seen
and heard.
"We’ve got an epidemic of eating disorders, an epidemic of exercise disorders, people who have to
work out twice a day or they’re
not worthy human beings," Wann
said.
"It really makes me sad to
think that fitness isn’t about
health, they’re just about looks."
Wenn said she’d like to see the
company retract the ads and work
with fat advocates to fill out its
membership.
24
Hour
Carlsbad -based
Fitness has 284 gyms in 10 western states, Europe and Asia.
As a row of lithe, Lycra-clad
gym members streamed out the
club’s doors past protesters, most
agreed the ad was an unusually
demeaning stab at potential CUStomers.

break down the white category
any further.
"By trying to categorize everyone we’re getting away from the
human issue, and that’s how the
faculty arid students get along in
the classroom," psychology professor Thomas Tutko said.
He said skin color and ethnic
characteristics affect first impressions, but it’s important not to let
that be a barrier for learning.
"I hope students don’t walk in
and be terrified and intimidated
by me because then I will be ineffective as a teacher," Tutko said.

Rabbit
Continued from page 1
from the explosions of the fire
crackers are supposed to scare
away the evil spirits.
"After you scare away the evil
the good luck will come," Ko said.
According to Thomas Lam,
management information systems student, on New Year’s Day,
Chinese people will wear new
clothes, preferably red, symbolizing new beginning.
According to Susanti Kee,
management information systems student, another tradition is
that people don’t sweep their
houses on the first day of the year
so the good luck will not be swept
out. Also, they don’t use knives
and scissors so they won’t cut off
the fortune.
In celebration of the New Year,
a parade will take place in San
Francisco at 5:30 p.m. Saturday,
Feb. 27 at Market and Second
streets.
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